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Dyno Tuning Basics for WOT Performance by

Feb 16, 2002 - Many people ask me how they should tune their cam gears and ... the computer can calculate your acceleration vs rpms this is very helpful too. 
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Many people ask me how they should tune their cam gears and VTEC or fuel controllers at the dyno.



I can share with you the simple steps and specific order I use to tune at the dyno. I. Types of Dynamometers



Dynapack and Rototest both use a non-roller, direct connection to the axle hub and so are the most accurate chassis dynamometers ("dyno") measuring power at the wheels, since wheel diameter, tire pressure, and tire slip or bounce off a roller plays no factor in the measurement of power at the wheels. Unfortunately, Dynapack and Rototest shops are not as common in North America.



http://www.rototest.com/products/index.htm http://www.dynapack.com/products.htm http://www.ultimategarage.com/dynapack.html Most dyno local shops are Dynojet or Mustang rolling drum or chassis dynos. http://www.mustangdyne.com/ Dynojet lists all of their shops in each state and province at their website: http://www.dynojet.com/lauto.shtml in the automotive dyno section. It is preferable that you go to a local dyno shop that has the ability to measure constant air:fuel ratio from the exhaust using a wideband universal exhaust
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gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor. You want to be able to get a readout or graph of air:fuel ratio vs rpm across your entire rpm range, as well as the usual hp vs rpm and torque vs rpm. If the computer can calculate your acceleration vs rpms this is very helpful too. If there is no local dyno shop that has a wideband UEGO sensor or a usual exhaust gas oxygen sensor, then it is more difficult to precisely tune your motor. You just go ahead based on more trial and error, that's all. There may be a local auto performance or racing team which rents out wideband UEGO sensors (get the insurance when you rent it: they cost over $1000 US). Ask the shop if they have access to a spark timing light so you can adjust your ignition timing. If not, then you may want to rent one as well. You should NOT copy another person's settings (for a VTEC controller or fuel controller) even if they have the exact same engine and parts as you. Each engine breathes slightly different and uniquely.



II. Before You Start:



- make sure the oil level and coolant levels are topped up to spec. Bring extra oil and fluid to the shop. - check your belts to ensure they are okay. - check the ignition wires to make sure there aren't any frays or breaks and that the connectors are securely fastened. Replace them if needed (Magnecore wires are the best for forced induced B18's and OEM Honda/NGK wires work as good as any on the market for all motor B18's). - check the spark plug gap. Bring an extra couple of plugs in case you need them gapped properly (0.040-0.044 in. for all motor B18's) - check your front tire pressures are the same and optimal to reduce tire bounce inconsistencies on roller dynos. - check to make sure the clutch slave cylinder bolt is tight. I had one loose at a session and we lost the clutch pedal actuation during one pull.
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- Optional: bring a cooler containing a large bag of ice. You can put this on the intake manifold (IM) between dyno pulls to cool down the IM faster. Most people scoff at this but every little bit helps to ensure consistent water/oil temp. readings between pulls from similar consistent conditions. - bring your own allen keys, wrench and socket set in case you need to do some tightening or loosening (eg. cam gear bolts, fuel pressure regulator bolt). Some shops charge you to use their tools. - Do not add octane boost. It messes up the tuning readings at the oxygen sensor and can confuse the issue for the tuner who is adjusting your injectors (duty cycle) with the ECU reprogramming. Use fuel injection cleaner for the tank of gas prior to going to the dyno. Use your highest local pump octane gas. Make sure your fuel level is adequate and that the fuel is fresh (not fuel that has sat around for days in the tank).



III. At The Dyno Make sure the shop is well ventilated. I don't recommend standing directly in front of the car , just in case the hold down straps let go. I suggest wearing the ear plugs provided free by the shop but that's your choice. As a general rule the first dyno pull for each setting will underestimate the true engine power. It needs to clean out the carbon build up and get up to temp and has been revved through the entire rpm range. The second or third pull in each setting usually gives the truer reading. Always allow enough time for the engine to cool down between settings (say 5-10 min.) with the shop fans on full directed at the engine bay and from behind. You want consistent engine water and oil temperatures throughout the tuning session. The exhaust gas at the tip should be directed to the outdoors. Make sure also that the ambient temperature and barometric pressure setting is consistent for the whole session. Make sure the rpm pick up from the distributor to the dyno computer is good and there are no breaks in the graph. They can smooth out the curve later if you want a cleaner looking graph.



IV. Tune in a specific order:
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1. Find the Best VTEC Switchover Point First (if you have VTEC): Set the VTEC controller such that the VTEC switch is at 7000 rpm. The dyno pull will be done almost entirely on the non-VTEC lobes. Locate the highest rpm at which the hp dies on the non-VTEC lobe. Go 200 rpm before this point and that is YOUR best VTEC switchover point. Look at this run's graph and determine where you want the power gain to be...in the upper rpms or in the midrange. The true power gains from tuning come in the next step. 2. Tune the Wide Open Throttle Fuel Map: From your baseline dyno pull (after step 1 for the VTEC people), identify on the torque vs rpm curve the areas where torque has dropped or dipped. These are your target rpms to plug into the fuel controller's fuel map(s). The air:fuel ratio vs rpm plot for the most recent baseline dyno pull will tell you whether you need to richen up or lean out at each of these target rpms where the torque has decreased. The goal is to have a flat horizontal torque curve sitting at peak torque for as long as possible without reducing your injector duty cycle too far, especially when VTEC has engaged. The goal is not a specific air:fuel ratio. The air:fuel ratio is the means to an end not the goal itself. It is only a compass that tells you the direction of fuel delivery to tune or dial in (i.e. richen more or lean out more at the target rpms). The torque will tell you whether to continue or stop. Get rid of the torque dips. However, I would not proceed past higher (leaner) than an air:fuel ratio of 13.5:1 or if you already hear knocking. A caveat: You usually cannot hear knocking at high rpms anyway so don't base your decision on your ears. Some tuners have pushed to 14.0-14.5:1 in some all motor Hondas...I am a chicken. The way some fuel controllers work is by altering the manifold absolute pressure (MAP) signal to the ECU. The MAP is an indicator of air flow. To get the ECU to open the fuel injectors longer, the fuel controller changes the true incoming MAP signal to the ECU into a larger voltage. The ECU is tricked into thinking there's more air and adds the correct amount of fuel. Some fuel controllers max out at 12-14% increase, since >14% gain on the manifold
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absolute pressure voltage signal by the controller trips a check engine light because the ECU thinks you are running boost. If you have maxed out on the increase in fuel from the controller and may need a little more at the upper rpms, you can increase fuel pressure slightly to see if this gives you more fuel increase but unfortunately this increase will be across the entire rpm range. If you do need to up the fuel pressure regulator setting then, remember to adjust in the rpm areas where you need to lean down further afterwards. There is set limit on the fuel controllers as to how far you want to lean down. I've never used an exhaust gas temperature reading to tune my WOT fuel curves but some FI people combine it with the wideband readings for their tuning. You need to have the EGT probe placed 2 in. max. away from the exhaust manifold flange to get an accurate reading. This involves drilling a hole in a header primary near the flange: something most people won't want to do.



Here is an example of a nice flat broad torque curve (blue) that sits at or near the peak torque in VTEC:



Congratulations to Erick Aquilar who ran a 10.24 sec et @ 128 mph all motor in a 2.0L B18C1 powered Civic.
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http://www.ericksracing.com/ 3. Cam Gear Tune: The 2 most dangerous situations are if you retard the intake or exhaust cam gear too much because these are cases when you decrease piston to valve clearance and risk piston to valve contact. Most people say do not push past 68 degrees unless you have measured clearances and know that it is safe to proceed past this point. Having said this though many of the top power makers I know have gone to 10 degrees or more (knowing and measuring ahead of time that it was safe to do so). a) If you want more midrange gains than upper rpm gains: Widen the lobe separation angle (reduce the overlap). Simultaneously retard the intake cam gear and advance the exhaust cam gear in 2 degrees increments for each setting (2 dyno pulls) until you no longer get any more gains. I would not go past 6-8 degrees retard unless you have measured piston to valve clearance (clay tested) and know for sure it is safe to go past these points. b) If you want more upper rpm power than midrange: Tighten the LSA (increase the overlap). Advance the intake cam gear in 2 degree increments until you no longer get any upper rpm gains. Now retard the exhaust cam gear in 2 degree increments. You have to be careful here because too much exhaust cam gear retard can lead to piston to exhaust valve contact. I would stop at 6 degrees advance, if you are unsure of your sclearances. Again you are doing at least 2 successive pulls for each setting and then stopping to allow the engine to cool down a bit. You want to find the best overlap for the highest gain in the rpm area you want. Stop when you see no further gains. 4. Tune the Ignition Timing After Each Intake Cam Gear Adjustment. The intake cam is directly connected to the distributor and affects spark timing. If you have changed the intake cam gear, you need to bring the spark timing back to your desired setting. Do not advance spark timing too far. It really depends on whether you have a J&S Safeguard to protect against detonation, the fuel octane rating available, and your compression ratio. Advancing ignition spark timing increases peak cylinder pressures and therefore, increases temperatures and runs a higher
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risk of detonation. If you have greater than 11.4:1 static CR without knowing the air:fuel ratio across your entire rpms, I suggest that you do not exceed 16 degrees BTDC. For most of you with 9.2-10.9:1 static CR, IMHO there is no gain to going past the maximum factory spec of 18 degrees BTDC. Some do benefit at 19 degrees BTDC. Remember that advancing not only increases the risk of detonation but also increases the wear of engine parts from high spikes in peak cylinder pressures and temperatures. I would rather have my engine last longer than gain 3 extra whp from pushing advance on the spark timing. I have run as high as 21 degrees BTDC at 10.8:1 CR but I had bigger 270 cc/min injectors at the time and ran very very rich. I've always eventually turned the spark timing back down to 18 degrees BTDC for safety and longevity reasons. 5. Reality check Some people reset everything back to their original settings at the start of the session and do 2 pulls at the end of the session just to make sure the new settings improvements weren't due to heat sinking of the engine or things other than the settings themselves.It's a good quality control check for you to believe in your final dyno readings.



cheers Posted 2/16/2002 7:12:47 PM
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